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In the first article of this edition, our senior analyst, Guadi 
Bald, us carries Nigeria, to explain ourselves for what is it so 
pitted the two terrorist groups operating there against each other, 
and how the death of the leader of Boko Haram, in confusing 
facts, gives an important advantage to ISWAP. Which now looks 
like the organization fundamentalist plus important of Africa 
Western. 

Too in Africa, we passed to check the situation in Mali, where 
the instability politics It seems to be a constant. That, added to 
the active presence of al-Qaeda and Daesh units, they make the 
challenge for security colossal. Hence, before the overflow of local 
capacities, and of borders, has necessitated the participation of 
foreign contingents, in the understood from that the trouble is 
from character transnational. However, the issue of coups, and 
the divisions internal, do not bode well for Malian stability neither 
regional. 

We're going to Central Asia right away, to get an update. from 
the situation in Afghanistan. Guadi Bald, us presents the 
emaciated reality from the withdrawal American Y their 
implications for it internal from that complex country, Y for the 
global geopolitics, especially with regard to the attitude envisaged 
in the fundamentalists groups, in view of is new defeat of 
hegemon. 

Ends is edition with a brief review of process from repowering 
of the armored park of western origin in the hands of the 
Bolivarian Army of Venezuela, through an unusual and witty Bell. 
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How good it would be to have a family member or close friend, who was a doctor, nurse or 
paramedic, to the that we could go in first instance, before any urgency. Yes, no have that friend 
or family member, maybe we should seek a bond with someone who has those professions, 
thinking about a future crisis. Facing the reality that we have had to live, the most sensible is to 
associate with a group of people who increase our chances of survive. You have to form a group 
where everyone Contribute your unique skills for the common good. For example, together you 
can buy a piece of land or farm and adapt it according to his understanding, to welcome them 
together with their families, thinking about facing the challenges of the future. I believe that a 
basic dream team would be made up of a doctor, an (armed) soldier, a teacher, an engineer 
agronomist, Y a bacteriologist, counting each which with tools, and supplies. 

TRIARIUS privileges freedom of expression, however, 
the responsibility for what is said in the articles is 

exclusive to their authors. 

Very special thanks to the international analysts who 
freely and disinterestedly have sent us their articles for 

this issue. 

On cover, French 
troops in Africa.  In 
this edition, the guest 
is the Army French. 
see more information 
at the end of the 
magazine. 
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Guadi Calvo (Argentina) 
 

To the center, abubakar Shekau, Leader from Boko haraam, presumably dead Recently, 
 

What happens each so much, 

explode rumors on death of emir 

from the band terrorist Boko 

haraam, abubakar Shekau, that 

directs the organization from 2009, 

making it one of the deadliest and 

most active in the world, arriving 

from the Forest from Sambisa in 

the state of Borno, in northern 

Nigeria, to operate with frequency 

in various countries from Africa 

Western What Chad, Cameroon 

and particularly Niger, where a 

important khatiba (brigade) stars 

constants attacks against the 

civilian population and stalls 

military. 

The general from brigade 

Muhammad Yerima, spokesman of 

Nigerian Army, reported that the 

force this studying the reports 

about from the death from Shekau, 

which since May 19, has been 

reiterate in different agencies 

informative. Depending on the 

versions, the emir there would be 

dead in a confrontation with a 

group from 

 

mujahideen, belonging to the 

Jama'at Ahl al-Sunnah Wal Jihad 

Lil dawa (Condition Islamic from 

the Province from Africa Western 

or ISWAP), near the forest from 

Sambisa. The ISWAP, is a training 

split off from Boko Haram in 2016, 

led by Abu al Barnawi, son from his 

founder, Muhammad Yusuf. From 

then, both organizations they have 

Dyed frequent shocks, even if the 

two groups are tributaries of Daesh 

global. 

One from the commanders of 

ISWAP, Baana Duguri, reported a 

important confrontation the 

Wednesday, with the men of 

Shekau, after to have Following 

his clue during various days, with 

gun rigged vans heavy, trying to 

surround it and capture it alive, 

until that they got ambush him Y 

after eliminate a significant number 

of his escorts, who demanded 

swear loyalty to the emir from 

ISWAP, to the- 

 

Barnawi, for it that to the see each 

other surrounded Shekau, 

preferred immolate, some versions 

indicate that detonating a device 

explosive, while others point out 

who tried to shoot himself in the 

chest, threw that there was stepped 

out for a shoulder causing 

important wounds. On the other 

hand a recent information cast to 

roll for sources military, award the 

death of Leader terrorist to a army 

airstrike on friday past, in the same 

sector where I know there would be 

produced the confrontation with the 

militiamen from ISWAP. None from 

the versions has been confirmed. 

The operations from ISWAP, for 

capture to Shekau, I know started 

to beginning from y e a r ,  even if 

They were arrested during 

Ramadan (April 13 to December 

12) May), which would have 

culminated with success last 

Wednesday. 

The success from that 

operation concludes, with the long 

hegemony 
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of Boko Haram, of more than one 

decade Y gender plus from 40 

thousand dead Y millions from 

displaced, and install to ISWAP, like 

 the  organization 

most important fundamentalist 

Africa Western, Y that might mean 

a relief to the population civilian, 

since one of the reasons for the 

2016 earthquake between both 

groups was that Shekau, 

considered as objective so much to 

civilians What military, having 

produced infinity of attacks with 

hundreds of dead, against 

mosques, markets, villages and 

railway stations buses, in many 

cases using as female suicide 

bombers Y kids even appealing to 

the kidnappings of students like the 

happened in 2014, where some 

300 girls They were stolen from a 

school in chibok (born), operation 

that there was turned to to repeat 

these latest two years, associated 

with criminal gangs common, while 

al-Barnawi, poses Actions only 

against military and force 

objectives from security. 

The possession of strategic 

Sambisa forest, which has not 

accomplished the army Nigerian, in 

years Y now in hands from the 

ISWAP, you gives access to a 

important control from territories Y 

populations of Borno and most from 

the routes that I know direct to the 

town from Maiduguri, the capital 

state. 

Boko's military degradation 

Haram, can be awarded to a 

conjunction from different factors As 

a result of the intense air and 

artillery attacks on their camps, like 

produced on May 16, against a 

enclave terrorist near to the Dawuri 

village, in the department from 

conduga (born), in the that die to 

the less forty militants, While that a 

amount without specify turned out 

seriously wound, in the framework 

from 

the new version of Operation Lafiya 

Dole, (Well done in tongue hausa) 

commissioned in 2016, for the army 

Nigerian, the that just from to be 

reactivated the last 

30 from April, with the Name 

Operation Hadin Kai (Cooperation 

too in Hausa). The attack I know 

produced after reports from 

intelligence that mentioned that the 

fundamentalists, were in that 

location for run coordinated 

attacks around Maiduguri. Another 

factor that he has degraded to the 

group, are the violent reactions 

from Shekau, with their 

subordinates, it that produces each 

time with plus frequent desertions, 

without forgetting the operations of 

army of Chad, the that they have 

caused great casualties to the 

militiamen who operated to the 

other side from the border. If finally 

confirmed the death of the emir of 

Boko Haram, could cause a shift 

fighters to the ISWAP, it that either 

is a benefit for the president 's 

 government  

Muhammadu Buhari, and perhaps 

all it counter already that the 

militiamen under the orders of emir 

to the- Barnawi, are better 

organized, have a discipline much 

plus strict, they are not under the 

Pressure from the whims of 

messianic Shekau and have a 

higher support of Daesh global. 

 
A dance of millions of 

Dollars 

 
After the death from abubakar 

Shekau, remain without owner the 

seven millions from Dollars that the 

Department from Condition North 

American offered to who eliminate 

or could give data concrete that 

could lead to detention of terrorist, 

already that Washington, I know he 

has in a hurry to clarify Thursday 

night that the militiamen who have 

participated from the elimination 

from Shekau, no 

qualify for the reward, offered by the 

global program of counter terrorist 

rewards  destined to 

Track to the main bosses extremists 

Y other fugitives, with a "nice" 

Tweet that warned: "Hello, ISIS 

guys. To clarify: no, no are eligible 

for the reward for information about 

your identity or location. It's not like 

that What it works the program". 

Shekau, appeared in the third 

rank from rewards offered by the 

department program from Justice 

North American, very behind other 

leaders of al- Qaeda Y the Daesh, 

What Amir Muhammad Said Abdal-

Rahman al-Mawla, the successor 

of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, dead in 

2019, for whose head I know offers 

ten millions from Dollars, to the 

same that for the from saif to the, 

a top al-Qaeda boss, to many 

second in line succession behind of 

current emir Ayman al-Zawahiri, 

successor from Osama bin Laden, 

who represents the prize higher 

with 25 millions dollars. 

While yet no one may confirm 

irrefutably the fate of Shekau, if the 

strong of chief of army Nigerian, 

the lieutenant general Ibrahim 

Attahiru, along with ten others 

officers, after the plane crashed in 

the that they traveled, near of 

Kaduna airport in the north of 

country, happened the last day 

twenty. 

General Attahiru had been 

named in his Market Stall, for the 

President Buhari, last January in a 

moment in that they arose versions 

about from instability in the knob’s 

military, it that might to have 

hatched in a blow, which prints the 

accident certain suspicions. 

Plus, there from the versions 

from deaths and accidents, the 

reality from Nigeria, the country 

more populated of 
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continent with 215 million from 

population, is What’s Next 

devastated for the poverty, the 

corruption chronicles both its 

political leaders, officials Y 

businessmen, that causes piracy 

on its shores, the increase in crime 

in the south of country, linked to 

posters 

from the drug, Y the Stole from 

Petroleum, looting its immense 

resources petroleum products by 

companies Westerners, who have 

polluted immense areas 

agricultural, now useless for the 

culture Y polluting so much their 

costs maritime Y rivers, provoking 

the end 

from the fishing, from the that 

historically they have vivid 

generations.  Frame 

hopeless that gives chance for that 

characters What Shekau, can type 

the fate of the country, beyond 

what kill one and again. 

 

 

Picture: 
http://i2.cdn.turner.com/cnn/dam/assets/130929203511-boko-haram-screengrab-abubakar-shekau-story-top.jpg 

 
 

Guadi Calvo 
(Argentina) Argentine writer and journalist. International Analyst specialized in Africa, Middle East and Asia 
Central. 
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Por Guadi Calvo (Argentina) 
 

One from the quarters from the force multinational saher 5 (G5) that Opera in Mali. 

 

The last 24 from may, to less 
than ten months from the previous 
one, there was a new military coup 
against President Bah Ndaw, which 
confirms that in Mali, from 2012, 
the only constant power is the 
instability. 

From the knock against the 
President Amadou Toure, in March 
from 2012, in the country Sahelian, 
about 20 million from population, I 
know it lives in a constant condition 
from oscillation political and 
military. Since then, a succession 
from presidents weak they made 
that the country I know precipitated 
into a state of debacle constant, in 
which a new chapter the last 24 
from May, which surely will not be 
the latest. 

From does nine years, the 
country is holding one of the plus 
virulent war against khatibas from 
Al Qaeda, to the that little bit plus 
late, I know added the of Daesh, 
that from lord it over in the north, 
has come to control nearly seventy 
percent of the country. overflowed 
into Burkina Faso and Niger, 
forcing Bamako to provide from 
huge efforts military to contain 
them, in addition from obligate to 
France, several nations from the 
NATO, the Mission 
Multidimensional integrated from 
Stabilization from the nations 
united (MINUSMA) Y to the Group 
Sahel Five (GS5) composed of 
troops from Burkina Faso Faso, 
Chad, Mauritania, Niger, in addition 
to Mali, to get involved in a 
conflict, that 

each time this plus far from 
resolve. 

The sacrifice from the Forces 
Armed Forces of Mali (FAMA) that 
have fought for years against the 
rigorists in the North, he has been 
ignored for the politicians from 
Bamako, so in August 2020, the 
coup against the President Ibrahim 
Boubacar Keita popularly known as 
IBK (See: Mali, plus that a knock 
military) in power since 2013. The 
shocked it was headed for a group 
from military youths, members of 
the National Committee Salvation 
of the People (CNSP), directed for 
the colonel Assimi Goita. After 
arduous talks and pressure from 
the United States and France the 
military of CNSP they accepted 
then let the 
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presidency to the now deposed 
Bah Ndaw Y While that the colonel 
Goïta,  would keep 
 the vice presidency. 

After to have reached a 
agreement politician for to call to 
elections in February 2022, the 
CNSP, I know dissolved in January 
last, for it that the President Bah 
Ndaw, began to cut the power of 
Colonel Goïta, removing from his 
position, via a alleged reform 
ministerial, to others two influential 
colonels of CNSP, sound Camera 
to position of Ministry from 
Defending Y Modibo Kone in 
Security, who they would go to to 
be replaced for the general: 
Souleymane Doucoure Y 
mamadou laminate Diallo, that 
from the knock from August I know 
they found far away of can. 

The Monday, after powerful 
waves from rumours, it was known 
that both the President Ndaw Y his 
First Minister Moctar ouane, 
together to others tall officials of 
government, had been arrested 
and transferred to the base military 
from Kati, near Bamako and 
released in the early morning from 
this Thursday 27, for the pressures 
from the United States and France, 
which they get set in cash register 
to the leaders of the CNSP, who 
despite from be dissolved, their 
leaders follow counting with a 
great support within of army Y to 
the seem determined to play a new 
departure with West. 

While that some sources point 
out that the last blow has not 
counted with the support full of 
army Y mention tensions internal, 
so you can't rule out the possibility 
from clashes Come in different 
forces from security, what it 
happened in March from 2012. 

For its part, civil society, very 
active on the streets support to the 
knock from August, no I know he 
has mobilized in is chance, even if 
Yes several organizations 

civil, political parties and different 
personalities, they had required the 
release from the politicians 
detained in the base of Katy. 

Among the many who still have 
not been expressed is found the 
highly influential imam Mahmoud 
Dicko, who heads the Coordination 
from movements, associations Y 
Supporters  (CMAS) 
protagonist from innumerable Y 
massive acts in Bamako, since 
before the August coup and during 
these months. 

While internationally the new 
coup apparently has not Dyed 
reception Y various countries and 
international institutions like the 
Community Economic from state 
from Africa Western (ECOWAS), 
the African Union (AU), the MINUS, 
The Union European (EU). In 
addition to France States United Y 
Germany Come in others 
Occidental countries. 

Until now the answer of new 
government mali, he has been to 
name to the colonel Assimi Goita 
interim president, while I know he 
has announced that the next year I 
know will perform the elections 
promised. 

 
A conflictive leaf from route 

 
Again the colonels have left in 

charge of the country, this time with 
a can drilled, for the almost ten 
months that carries governing, 
without having achieved progress 
significant in the conflictive 
roadmap that Yes or yes the 
country should transit Already the 
principal organization union he has 
announced a strike for is week. 
While the main conglomerate 
politician Social of country the 
Movement du 5 June- Assembly 
des forces patriotiques or M5-RFP 
(Movement of 5 from June-
Concentration from Forces 
Patriotic), from great activism in the 
days previous to the knock of 
2020, filling the streets 

from Bamako with their militants, 
encouraging  the  protests 
anti-government, effort that no it 
was recognized Y the M5-RFP, I 
was left out of the formation of the 
government anointed after the 
knock from August. Facing the new 
situation of the country the M5-RFP 
is not yet has spoken, perhaps 
pending to materialize the rumor 
that the military will offer to one of 
their leaders the position from First 
Minister. 

Both Washington and Paris 
they have proven be in against of 
new knock demanding to the 
military, not only the liberation of 
the President Y their collaborators, 
question that already he has been 
result, otherwise too reinstall them 
in their charges, one point at this 
time impossible from specify. 

The new President, the colonel 
Assimi Goita, shall concentrate all 
his attention in the war of north,  
  which  is not   only    
consuming millions from Dollars Y 
that to weigh from the amount, 
each time plus important from lives, 
so much from civilians What from 
military that I know has claimed the 
war, the FAME, already have  
 announced    that they  
  are preparing new additions 
to their ranks. The  Minister   of  
 Affairs foreign, French Jean 
Yves You Drian, already he has 
warned to the new Council from 
that Yes the efforts from mediation 
no have success, France impose  
 sanctions    on   all those 
that impede that I know I 
developed the process from 
transition, While that the state 
United, advertisement the 
suspension from his assistance 
military, for "to study specific   
 measures    against Who I 
know they have raised, pressures 
that until now no they have 
assortment effect in the military 
rebels. The attitudes from the 
governments from Biden Y 
Macron, no coincide with the let 
do that is it so having with the new 
Council from government of Chad, 
that I take the can and closed the 
cameras after the death in 
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combat of President Idriss Deby, in 
last april (Chad: The storm perfect) 
throwing a repressive campaign 
against those claim the continuity 
constitutional. 

For the terrorist gangs that 
operate in the center of sahel, 

arrogant for their progress, even 
forehead to armies so powerful like 
those of France and state United, 
these breaks politicians, are 
annotated What true military 
victories, which no only provokes 
waves from youths, without 
opportunities, that 

aspire to become in mujahideen, 
 for follow, 
continue producing instability in 
all the region, for them the best way 
from government. 

 

 

Image Source: https://atalayar.com/sites/default/files/noticias/Atalayar_G5_Sahel_0.jpg 
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For Guadi Calvo (Argentina) 
 

soldiers of US Army in Kabul. 

 

state United, that with the 
mightiest army remember history, 
in october 2001, to full light of day 
Y using all his paraphernalia media 
invaded Afghanistan, a country 
prostrate in the Middle Ages, to 
legitimize your War Global against 
the Terror or GWOT. Twenty years 
after, abandon the country central 
asian What it make the burglars 
from hens, Come in shadows and 
in silence, defeated for a band 
from “scruffy and smelly" bearded, 
but that Yes, the plus fantastic 
Warriors that the epic can imagine. 
No only let that country without to 
have structurally modified nothing, 
but under the Taliban effect, it has 
managed to give prestige to 
terrorism fundamentalist, for install 
in the most from the nations 
Muslim and even establish headers 
from Beach from Saint petersburg 
to Barcelona Y produce 

the wave from refugees plus tragic 
from the that I know have memory. 

The Pentagon and its partners 
in the NATO, in recent days they 
have printed speed from Vertigo to 
the withdrawal of its troops from 
Afghanistan, every day, numerous 
flights loaded from team military Y 
troops, depart from bagram, the 
last great base that yet maintains in 
that country. The "evacuation" to 
this rhythm would end, between 
June and July, almost two months 
before the deadline, the eleven from 
September, imposed unilaterally for 
the President joe Biden. That 
acceleration has a only reason, 
avoid be there before the security 
crisis be terminal, Y no to repeat 
the images lived in Saigon the thirty 
from april 1975. 

The taliban follow hacking to 
the government of President 
Anshar Ghanie, whose troops of 
army 

National Afghan (ENA) no he has 
stopped receiving attacks in all the 
provinces, weakening Not only to 
the ENA, but rather exposes the 
improvisation with which the States 
United, they arrive to the final from 
his presence. leaving to the 
"government" Afghan grapple with 
the huge problems that the officials 
they had thought-out they would 
have plus time to solve. The 
Pentagon follow without a strategy, 
that can stop the assault of 
Taliban, which wins hour after hour 
positions in the ground, for 
negotiate with absolute advantage 
when the time comes, if anything is 
left over for that, with Kabul, While 
that respect to the Daesh 
Khorasan, that take advantage of 
this Biden Policy Blind Spot, for 
follow, continue winning positions, 
no only from the point from view 
military, otherwise too from it 
propagandistic already that bet 
everything to a schism in the 
taliban, that 
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you allow capture mujahideen 
disappointed after the withdrawal 
North American. Even if in the 
dispute internal Taliban versus 
Daesh, Washington prefer, without 
doubt, that they solve it when their 
troops I know find out of of 
country. The wear from both 
organizations Wahhabis in that war 
is the only chance that the Ghani 
government and the class politics 
that I know holds precariously, 
survive post withdrawal North 
American. 

 
surrender or go dead 

 
Reports coming from the most 

from the fittings military of inside of 
country are matching: "the 
ammunition I know deplete, the 
meal scarce Y many troops are 
unpaid their salaries from does five 
months”, without a doubt there is 
little that the constant defections to 
rhythm from drip, I know convert in 
alluvial. 

From the first from may, when 
started the withdrawal American, 
the Taliban advances against, 
bases Y stalls of Afghan National 
Army (ENA) and the cops 
provincial, reporting fighting and 
casualties of constant way. 
Meanwhile in the western sectors of 
Kabul, until no does much the sites 
safest in the country, today they 
have converted in a true prison, for 
their population, already to move 
through its streets, it is feeling 
permanently White of an attack. At 
the beginning of this month, an 
explosive attack on the school 
Sayed ul-Shuhada, in Dasht-e-
Barchi, let plus from ninety dead 
(See: Kyrgyzstan- Tajikistan, 
something plus that a war for the 
Water), the neighbors denounce 
that everybody the days I know they 
hear gunshots and attacks against 
buses 

While that capitals provincial, 
What Pul-I-Khumri (Baghlan) 
Kkunduz (Kkunduz) Kandahar 
(Kandahar) and Tarin Kot 
(Uruzgan), is it so being besieged, 
for forces insurgents that control the 
routes Y the catering to those 
centers urban, that may to be 
surrendered 

just waiting for the shortage. 

 
The Guidance Committees and 

Invitation of the insurgents, they 
have recruited seniors Y caciques 
local, for that visit to the forces and 
convince the troops regular from 
that abandon the struggle with a 
warning very Clear: "Surrender or 
go dead". In Many cases the 
bosses from the different fittings are 
pressured to give up phone calls to 
them or their relatives, who are 
them guarantees the life Y I know 
compromise to that from to be 
punished for Kabul, they will be 
compensated. With this method 
and in Many cases with powerful 
payments, they have managed to 
be Many the regular, that after 
deliver weapons, equipment Y 
vehicles, can leave their stalls from 
manner safe. With this method 
from beginning from May until the 
twenty-fifth, in the provinces from 
Laghmann, Baghlan, Wardak and 
Ghazni, to the east, North Y West 
from Kabul, a thirty from stalls 
from advanced Y bases, if had 
given up 

With the deliveries agreed, they 
were transferred to the taliban four 
district centers, in which their 
political leaders, police chiefs and 
even members from the 
intelligence, they were able to 
withdraw without plus questions, 
even if Yes, I know compromise to 
no rejoin to the forces from security. 

Already in others moments the 
mens of mullah hibatullah 
Akhundzada, had performed this 
type of pacts, but according to 
sources local never to this rhythm 
Y amount from units, it that confirm 
the presumptions from collapse 
total in the inside from many 
provinces. The tactic from life by 
guns, has got no only that the 
insurgents ensure vast extensions 
from territory strategic Y I know do 
from important amount from means 
warlike, without shoot a only threw, 
otherwise further to convince to the 
villagers that they go for the peace. 

getting ready for it that will 
come, the Taliban have passed to 
threat to the guards from 

security local from different 
Business, embassies and 
institutions international with 
headquarters in Kabul, warning 
them that if they don't resign they 
will be killed themselves or their 
relatives, posting their names and 
photographs in the different 
networks social. threats that no are 
new Y endanger the lives of 
thousands of Afghans that for 
vocation or necessity have 
collaborated with the "invaders" 
and will become on moving targets 
from which end the American 
withdrawal. Only one visa plan is 
known for these employees by the 
state United, even if absolutely 
insufficient in quantity, while the 
many nations that they have 
participated from is war together to 
Washington, until now no they 
have informed have settlement 
plans personal Afghan in their 
countries. (See: Until forever mister 
Biden). 

In the context of the debacle 
that means withdrawal  North 
American, Y the disorder caused 
by the offensive of the mujahideen, 
as always the most punished is the 
civilian population, He met, that in 
the night of Saturday 29, in the 
district of Tagab from the Province 
from Capisa, in the east of the 
country, while celebrating a 
wedding party, a missile, according 
to official versions, released by the 
Taliban hit the place of the 
celebration killing at least ten 
people, while another eight were 
injured after meeting the 
accusation of the army, the taliban 
issued a release in that held 
responsible of done to the forces 
from security. To the weather that 
more and more continue to be 
registered plus attacks in almost all 
the provinces of the country. In the 
province western Herat, six guards 
that guarded a railway Come in 
Afghanistan and Iran they died 
after the explosion from a bomb. 
While that the Friday, a explosive 
device placed in a road, killed four 
people and hurt to eleven that they 
traveled in a minibus that 
transported to students Y teachers 
university students in the Province 
from Parwan, in the North of 
country. It that added to others 
attacks  
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targeted killings, this past end from 
week, I know produced to the 
minus 50 deaths of civilians. 

The bleeding Afghan, I know 
intensifies at the rate that the 
States United, continue his 
leakage from it 

that they believed it was only a 

hen house neglected. 

 
 

 

Fountain from the Image: 
https://taskandpurpose.com/uploads/2021/08/16/GettyImages-1234712759-scaled.jpg 
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For Douglas Hernandez (Colombia) 
 

Tanks scorpion C90, part of material recovered. 

 

This year, the Bolivarian Army of Venezuela implemented a program called "I also have my tank”, through 

which uniformed personnel, public and private companies, and persons from the society civil, to take part in 

the Recovery from different types from armored that I know totally inoperative, the majority in a state of 

abandonment in the patios of the units, and others even as "gateguard" or in museums, without engine, and 

without no system in its interior. 

The idea is to show the world and themselves what the Venezuelan people are capable of. when faced with 

a challenge of these dimensions. The results will be seen in the military parade on June 24 from 2021, when I 

know comply 200 years from the glorious Battle of Carabobo. 

The office from communications strategic of army Bolivarian from Venezuela, that saying be from He 

passed has improved a lot, is developing a campaign to generate expectation, and at the same time, praising 

the people, companies or units that have recovered "their" tank. In this way, they have been posting on social 

networks, short videos or photographic series, which show the recovery process of multitude of vehicles, most 

of them of Western origin, and which constituted the "Hurricane Armored" of Venezuela, before from the 

acquisition of material Russian. 

It was not public knowledge that so many armored vehicles were out of service, because in fact the 

armored battalions that framed them continued to operate, and others had been created to receive the vehicles 

of Russian origin. Presumably they were operating with a diminished workforce, or that they had been 

reinforced with material of Russian origin. In any case, the repowering process has been shown successful, 

and hundreds of vehicles will be operational again, it is worth noting that not all of them are "tanks", being This 

is a generic name placed on the campaign with the intention of standardizing it, but which applies to 

everybody The types of armored 

According to what can be seen in the publications of the Bolivarian Army of Venezuela, the vehicles have 

gone through a process of general cleaning, bodywork and painting, motorization, recovery of the tracks, or 

placement from new tires, revision from everything the system electric, conditioning from periscopes look, and 
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relocation of weapons. It is unknown if there is a guide to guide the process in a standardized way, or if each 

one makes his best effort, according to his knowledge and understanding. It is my impression that what 

happened was the second, because not only are aesthetic differences and variations observed, but also 

submitted new prototypes from resulting material very interesting. 

Between the prototypes from new versions from armored, I know stand out vehicles ambulance tactic, 

drone-carrying vehicles, and especially, various versions of anti-mine vehicles, based on at least three different 

types of armor, one of them designed from the chassis of the old LAR-160 system, another based at chassis of 

V-100, and a third prototype based in the transport AMX-13 IVC. 

In the videos and photographs available, it can be seen that AMX-30 tanks have been repowered, 

Scorpion, AMX-13C90, Transports, Command Posts and Mortar Carriers based on the AMX-13, Armored 

Recognition V-100 and TPZ-1, V-150 Command Posts and Mortar Carriers, and even an anti-aircraft vehicle 

AML S530, with 20mm cannons. Seeing the progress in the recovery process, it was extended to other 

equipment Y systems, What for example the kitchens from Bell, the trucks M-35, the rifles without recoil from 

106mm., and different parts tube artillery. 

This process recalls the national achievements of Cuba and Iran, countries that, being subjected to 

economic blockades and sanctions that imply restrictions on the arms trade, have been seen in the need to 

develop important logistics for the maintenance of their weapons and equipment. Venezuela has gone ahead 

to recover its material, before Washington adds another twist to the blockade, which could hinder the 

acquisition of new armament. 

It is therefore planned that the recovered material will parade on June 24 in Campo de Carabobo, and 

eventually be reassigned to the different units of army Bolivarian. strengthening their operational capabilities Y 

power of fire. 

 

 
Douglas Hernandez 

(Colombia) Founder and director of the website www. Fuerzasmilitares.org, works as a journalist specializing in 

security and defense. He is a contributor to the Air and Space Power Journal -USAF institutional magazine-, 

and of the Brazilian magazine Segurança & Defesa. He is a Sociologist and has a Master's in Education from 

the University of Antioch (Medellin, Colombia), student from Doctorate. Has a diplomat in Relations 

International. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.fuerzasmilitares.org/
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France 

Armee from Land 
 

The French Army (in French: Armée de terre) is one of the four components of 
the French Armed Forces. Like the other three weapons, National Navy, Air 
Force and National Gendarmerie, is under the responsibility of President from 
the Republic What chief of army. 
operationally, all the unitys of the land army are under the authority 

of the Chief of the Armed Forces General Staff (CEMA). The Chief of the Army General Staff is the responsible 
before the CEMA and the Minister of Defense, for the organization, preparation, use of its forces and from the 
planning and the programming from their media, equipment Y new materials. 
The French Army is made up of approximately 400,000 military personnel (including reserves), everybody 
volunteers (professionals), dice that the service military required this discontinued from nineteen ninety six. 

 

The army from Earth French, understands: 

• The Condition Higher of army from Earth. 

• The address from personal military of army from Earth. 

• The units military. 

• A organization territorial (5 regions). 

• The services. 

• The organisms managers from the training Y the teaching military. 

The following components is it so under the command of Chief of Condition Higher of army from Earth 

(CEMAT). The strengths: 

• Command from the Force from Action Land (CFAT). 

• Command from the Force Logistics Land (CFLT). 

• Command from the aviation light of army from Earth (ALAT). 

• Command from the Legion Foreign. 
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The schools: 

• Command from the training of army from Earth (CoFAT). 
 

The teaching: 

• Center from the teaching of job from forces. 

 
Addresses central 

• Direction of personal military of army from Earth (DPMAT). 

• Direction central of Body from engineers military (DCG). 

• Direction central of material (DCMAT). 

• Direction central of commissioner of army from Earth (DCCAT). 

• Direction central from telecommunications and computing (DCTEI). 
 

Troops french in operation anti-terrorist in Africa. 
 

Components 

The CFAT (Command of the Land Action Force) is in command of the following units. First 

Armored Division 

Third Division Armored 
 

1. th Brigade Mechanized from Chalons in Champagne 
▪ 501st Y 503rd regiments from cars from Combat from Mourmelon you Grand, with 80 cars from 

assault Leclerc. 
▪ 1st Regiment from shooters (1d RTyr) equipped with cars from transport AMX-10P. 

▪ 1st Regiment from Infantry (1d IR) of Saarbourg equipped with vehicles armored (82 GVA and 25 
VBL). 

▪ 40th Regiment from Artillery from Suippes with 32 AMX 30 AuF1, 4 TRF1, 4 CAESAR Y 16 mortars 
from 120 mm. 

▪ 3rd Regiment from Engineers (3e RG) from Charleville. 
▪ 1st Company from Command Y transmissions (1d TCC) from Chalons in Champagne with twenty 

cars from assault GVA. 
 

2. th Brigade armored from orleans 
▪ 6th Y 12th regiments battleships (6-12e RC) from Oliver equipped with 40 cars from combat 

Leclerc. 
▪ Regiment from March of Tchad (RMT) from Noyon with vehicles armored AMX-10P Y GVA. 
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▪ 16th Battalion from hunters (16e BC) from saarburg (Germany)) equipped with AMX-10P. 
▪ 1st Regiment from Artillery from Marine (1d Branch) from laon with vehicles gunships AMX 30 AuF1. 
▪ 13th Regiment from Engineers (13e RG) from You Valdanus. 
▪ 2nd Company from Command Y transmissions (2e TCC) from orleans with 22 GVA. 

 

parade military in Paris. France produces almost the whole of equipment military that needs to. 
 

3. th Brigade Mechanized from Limoges 
▪ 1st Y 11th regiments battleships (1e-11e RC) from Carpiagne with 80 cars Leclerc. 
▪ 92nd Regiment from Infantry (92e IR) from Clermont Ferrand with 65 AMX-10P Y 29 GVA. 
▪ 126th Regiment from Infantry (126e IR) from Brive-la-Gaillarde equipped with GVA Y VBL. 

▪ 68th Regiment from Artillery (68e AR) from the Valbonne with 32 AMX 30 AuF1 Y 16 mortars from 
120 mm. 

▪ 31st Regiment from Engineers (31e RG) from Castelsarrasin. 
▪ 3rd Company from Command Y transmissions (3e TCC) from Limoges equipped with GVA. 

 
6. th Brigade light Armored from Nimes 

▪ 1st Regiment Foreign from Chivalry (1d REC) from Orange with 48 AMX 10 RC. 
▪ 1st Regiment from Spahis from Valencia with 48 AMX 10 RC. 
▪ 2nd Regiment Foreign from Infantry (2e REI) from Nimes with 135 GVA. 
▪ 21st Regiment from Infantry from Marine (21e Rhyme) from Frejus equipped with GVA. 
▪ 3rd Regiment from Artillery from Marine (3e Branch) from Montferrat equipped with AMX 30 AuF1 

Y from mortars of 120 mm. 
▪ 1st Regiment Foreign from Engineers (1d REG) from Laudun. 
▪ 6th Company from Command Y transmissions (6e TCC) from Nimes equipped with GVA. 

 
7. th Brigade Armored from Besancon 

▪ 1st Y 2nd regiments of hunters from Thierville south mouse with 80 Leclerc, 57 GVA Y 31 VBL. 
▪ 35th Regiment from Infantry (35e IR) from Belfort equipped with AMX-10P, GVA Y VBL. 
▪ 152nd Regiment from Infantry (152e IR) from Colmar equipped with AMX-10P. 
▪ 8th Regiment from Artillery (8e AR) from Commercy with AMX 30 AuF1 Y from mortars from 120 mm. 
▪ 19th Regiment from Engineers (19e RG) from Besancon. 

▪ 7th Company from Command Y transmissions (7e TCC) from Besancon. 
 

9. th Brigade Light Armored from Marine from Nantes 
▪ Regiment from cars from Infantry from Marine (RICM) from Poitiers with cars AMX 10 RC. 

▪ 1st Regiment from Infantry from Marine (1d Rhyme) from Angouleme with 48 AMX 10 RC, 30 GVA Y 
71 VBL. 
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▪ 2nd Regiment from Infantry from Marine (2e Rhyme) from Champagne, equipped with GVA. 
▪ 3rd Regiment from Infantry from Marine (3e Rhyme) from vannes, equipped with GVA. 
▪ 11th Regiment from Artillery from Marine (11e Branch) from St. Aubin du Eat. 
▪ 6th Regiment from Engineers (6e RG) from Angers. 

 
11. th Paratrooper Brigade from balm 

▪ 1st Regiment from hussars skydivers (1d RHP), equipped with CKD 90 sagaie, from GVA Y from 
VBL. 

▪ 1st Regiment from hunters skydivers (1d CPR) from Pamiers. 
▪ 2nd Regiment Foreign from skydivers (2e Rep) from Calvi. 
▪ 3rd Regiment Paratrooper from Infantry from Marine (3e RPIMa) from Carcassonne. 
▪ 8th Regiment Paratrooper from Infantry from Marine (8e RPIMa) from Tarbes. 
▪ 17th Regiment from Engineers skydivers (17e RGP) from Montauban. 

▪ 1st Regiment from Logistics Paratrooper (1d RTP) from Toulouse. 
 

Howitzer self-populated caesar of army French. 

 

27. th Brigade from Infantry from Mountain from Varces 
▪ 7th Battalion from hunters Alpine (7e BCA) from Burg St. Maurice with 70 GVA Y vehicles 

from Mountain armored. 
▪ 13th Battalion from alpine hunters (11e BCA) from Barbie equipped with GVA. 
▪ 27th Battalion from hunters Alpine (27e BCA) from Great Gevrier equipped with GVA. 
▪ 4th Regiment from hunters from gap with 36 CKD 90 sagaie, twenty GVA, 72 VBL Y 6 

helicopters Gazelle. 
▪ 93rd Regiment from Artillery from Mountain (93e RAM) from Varces. 
▪ 2nd Regiment Foreign from Engineers (2e REG) from St. Christol. 

 

4. th Brigade airmobile from Essey them nancy 
▪ 1st Regiment from helicopters from Combat (1st RHC) from Phalsbourg with 22 Gazelle, twenty 

Cougar Y 14 cougar. 
▪ 3rd regiment of helicopters from Combat (3e RHC) from etain with 37 Gazelle Y 16 Cougar. 
▪ 5th Regiment from helicopters from Combat (5e RHC) from Pau with 52 Gazelle Y various Cougar. 
▪ 6th Regiment from helicopters from Combat (6e RHC) from Marginy them Match. 
▪ 4th Company from Command Y transmissions (4e TCC) from Essen them Nancy. 
▪ Brigade Franco-German from Mülheim (Germany) 
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Contribution French: 
▪ 3rd Regiment of hussars from Immendingen (Germany). 
▪ 110th Regiment from Infantry (110e IR) from Donaueschingen. 
▪ Pau Special Forces Brigade (Pyrenees-Atlantiques). The Special Forces Brigade this under the 

command of the COS (Command of Operations Specials) 
▪ 13th Regiment from dragons skydivers (13e RDP) from Ten. 
▪ 1st Regiment Paratrooper from Infantry from Marine (1d RPIMa) from Bayonne. 
▪ Detachment ALT from Operations specials (DAO) from Pau (Pyrenees Atlantics). 
▪ CFLT. The CFLT (Command from the Force Logistics land) this to the command from the brigades 

from support Y Logistics. 
 

Element robotic from recognition, endowment from a Unit anti-terrorist French. 

 

Brigade from transmissions from Lunéville 
▪ 42nd Regiment from Infantry (43e IR) from Lille. 
▪ 18th Regiment from transmissions (18e RT) from Bretteville-sur-Odon. 
▪ 28th Regiment from transmissions (28e RT) from Isoire. 
▪ 40th Regiment from transmissions (40e RT) from Thionville. 

▪ 42nd Regiment from transmissions (42e RT) from Wash. 
▪ 48th Regiment from transmissions (48e RT) from Agen. 
▪ 53rd Regiment from transmissions (53e RT) from Luneville. 

 
Brigade from Information from Montigny 

▪ 2nd Regiment from hussars (2e RH) from Sourdun. 
▪ 44th Regiment from transmissions (44e RT) from Mutzig. 
▪ 54th Regiment from transmissions (54e RT) from Hagenau. 

▪ 61st Regiment from Artillery (61e AR) from Chaumont. 
▪ Unit from Research (URI) from Metz. 

 

Brigade from artillery from Haguenau 
▪ 1st Regiment from Artillery (1d AR) from Belfort equipped with rocket launcher multiple. 
▪ 12th Regiment from Artillery (12e AR) from Hagenau with rocket launcher multiple. 
▪ 54th Regiment from Artillery (54e AR) from hyeres equipped with Roland missiles. 
▪ 57th Regiment from Artillery (57e AR) from bitch with missiles Roland Y Mistral. 
▪ 402nd Regiment from Artillery (402e AR) from Chalons-en-Champagne equipped with missiles Mistral 

 
Brigade from Engineers from Strasbourg 

▪ 1st Regiment from Engineers (1d RG) from illkirch Graffenstaden. 
▪ 2nd Regiment from Engineers (2e RG) from Metz. 
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▪ 5th Regiment from Engineers (5e RG) from Versailles. 
▪ Group from Defending Nuclear biological Y Chemistry (GDNBC) from Draguignan. 
▪ 28th Group Geographical (28e GC) from Joigny. 

 

1. th Brigade Logistics from Montlhery 
▪ 121st Regiment from Logistics (121e RT) from Linas-Montlhéry. 
▪ 511th Regiment from Logistics (511e RT) from Auxonne. 
▪ 516th Regiment from Logistics (516e RT) from Toul. 
▪ 1st Regiment from Maintenance (1d RMAT) from Metz. 
▪ 2nd Regiment from Maintenance. 
▪ 6th Regiment from Maintenance (6e RMAT) from Phalsbourg. 
▪ 8th Regiment from Maintenance (8e RMAT) from Mourmelon 
▪ 9th Regiment from Maintenance (9e RMAT). 
▪ 1st Group logistic of curated of army from Earth. 
▪ 2nd Group logistic of curated of army from Earth. 
▪ 5th Group logistic of curated of army from Earth. 
▪ 1st Regiment Doctor. 

▪ 601st Regiment from Circulation vial (601e RCR) from Arras. 
 

Unit airborne of army French, equipped with the characteristic rifle from assault type bullpup. 

 

2. th Brigade Logistics from Souge 
▪ 503rd Regiment from Logistics (503e RT) from Martins. 
▪ 515th Regiment from Logistics (515e RT) from brie (Charentes). 

▪ 517th Regiment from Logistics (517e RT) from The Martinerie. 
▪ 3rd Regiment from Maintenance (3e RMAT) 
▪ 4th Regiment from Maintenance (4e RMAT) 
▪ 7th Regiment from Maintenance (7e RMAT) 
▪ 9th Regiment from Maintenance (9e RMAT) 
▪ 15th Battalion from support special from Maintenance (15e BSMAT) 
▪ 3rd Group logistic of army from Earth (3e GLCAT) 
▪ 4th Group logistic of army from Earth (4e GLCAT) 

▪ 3rd Regiment Doctor (3e RMED) 
 

Others units 
▪ 526th Battalion from Intendancy (526e BT) from Saint-Germain-en-Laye. 
▪ 4th Group from squads from hussars of Metz. 

▪ 22nd Battalion from Infantry (22e BI) from lyons 
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▪ 57th Battalion from Infantry (57e BI) from Bordeaux. 
▪ 16th Group from Artillery (16e GA) from Rennes. 
▪ 7th Battalion from Intendancy (7e BT) from Besancon. 
▪ 22nd Battalion from Infantry from Marine (22e BIM) from Nantes 
▪ 72nd Battalion from Infantry from Marine (72e BIM) from Marseilles 

▪ 15th Battalion from Intendancy (15e BT) from Limoges. 
 

units of the army french in patrolling urban, in the arc from a deployment anti-terrorist 
 

Units from overseas 
 

Africa 
▪ 5th Regiment interweapons from overseas (5e RIAOM) from Djibouti 
▪ 13th Brigade from the Legion foreign (13e DBLE) from Djibouti. 
▪ 6th Battalion from Infantry from Marine (6e BIM) from Gabon 
▪ 23rd Battalion from Infantry from Marine (23e BIM) from Dakar (Senegal). 
▪ 43rd Battalion from Infantry from Marine (43e BIM) from Coast from Ivory 

 

Guyanese 
▪ 3rd Regiment Foreign from Infantry (3e REI) from Kourou 
▪ 9th Regiment from Infantry from Marine (9e Rhyme) from Cayenne. 

 

Caribbean 
▪ 41st Battalion from Infantry from Marine (41e BIM) in Guadeloupe. 
▪ 33rd Regiment from Infantry from Marine (Rhyme) from Martinique. 

 

Ocean Indian 
▪ 2nd Regiment paratrooper from Infantry from Marine (2e RPIMa) from Saint-Pierre Meeting. 
▪ Detachment from the Legion foreign from Mayotte (DLEM). 

 

Ocean peaceful 
▪ Regiment from Infantry from Marine from New Caledonia (RIMaP-NC) from Noumea. 
▪ Regiment from Infantry from Marine Pacific-Polynesia (RIMaP-P) from Papeete (Tahiti). 

 

Units from training Y from training 
▪ 1st Regiment from hunters from Africa (1d RCA) from Draguignan. 
▪ 4th Regiment Foreign (4e RE) from Castelnaudary. 
▪ 17th Group from Artillery (17e GA) from Landes. 

 

Units from transmissions 
▪ 8th Regiment of transmissions (8e RT) from Paris. 
▪ 41st Regiment from transmissions (41e RT) from Senlis. 
▪ 43rd Battalion from transmissions (43e BT) from Orleans. 
▪ 785th Group from War electronics (785e CGE). From Orleans. 

 
Units logistics 

▪ 5th Battalion from maintenance (5e BMAT) from Draguignan 
▪ 1st Group Logistic from Curating (1d GLCAT) from Bretigny-sur-Orge 
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▪ 2nd Group Logistic from Curating (2e GLCAT) from Rennes 
▪ 3rd Group Logistic from Curating (3e GLCAT) from Marseilles 
▪ 4th Group Logistic from Curating (4e GLCAT) from Toulouse 
▪ 5th Group Logistic from Curating (5e GLCAT) from Nancy 
▪ 11th Base from Support from Material (11e BSMAT) from Montauban 
▪ 12th Base from Support from Material (12e BSMAT) from Salbris 
▪ 13th Base from Support from Material (13e BSMAT) from Clermont-Ferrand 
▪ 15th Base from Support from Material (15e BSMAT) from Phalsbourg 
▪ 17th Base from Support from Material (17e BSMAT) from Versailles 

 
Various 

▪ 1st Regiment Foreign (1d RE) from Aubagne. 
▪ 25th Regiment from Engineers of Air (25e RGA) from Istres. 
▪ Brigade from firefighters of Paris (BSPP). 
▪ 1st Regiment medicalized from Saint Germain. 
▪ 28th Group geostrategic from Joigny. 

 

Tank principal from battle of army French. 

 
equipment 
Weapons 

▪ S.I.G P220 – gun 9 mm. 
▪ GIAT BM92-G1 (PAMAS-G1) – gun 9 mm. 
▪ FAMES – rifle from assault 5.56 mm. 
▪ SG552 – rifle from assault 5.56 mm. 
▪ HK416 – rifle from assault 5.56 mm. 
▪ HK417 – rifle from assault 7.62 mm. 
▪ FN Minimi - machine gun light 
▪ FN MGA - machine gun half 
▪ you stack - rocket launcher anti-tank 
▪ FRF2 - 7.62 hmm rifle from sniper. 
▪ PGM Hecate II- rifle from sniper. 
▪ 81 mm mortier 
▪ AT4CS, Eryx Y Milan (missile) - anti-tank missiles 
▪ Helmet SPECTRUM 

 
Vehicles armored 

▪ Car Leclerc (406) 
▪ AMX 10RC (256) 
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▪ ERC-90 sagaie (192) 
▪ AMX 10P (335) 
▪ GVA (382) 
▪ VBL (8999) 
▪ VBCI substitute of AMX 10P (provided in the 2008) 

▪ AMX 30 B2 used mainly in maneuvers (17). 
 

Artillery 
▪ AMX AuF1 - 155 mm (272) 
▪ Rocket launcher multiple](41) 
▪ Part from artillery caesar (75) 
▪ HM-2 howitzer towed caliber 155 hmm (103) 
▪ BF-50 howitzer towed caliber 155 mm(113) 
▪ F3 howitzer self propelled (55) 
▪ RTF1 120 hmm mortars (361) 
▪ M-51 120 hmm mortars. 

 
helicopters 

▪ Tiger (80) 
▪ NH-90 (eleven) 
▪ Fennec 
▪ Super Cougar Y Cougar 
▪ Gazelle (267) 
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